LANforge Products

WiFi Client Emulators
Test Access Points with hundreds of virtual stations.

Traffic Generation
Generate network traffic to test LAN and WANs. Clusters of systems can test many different network points at the same time.

Network Impairments/Emulators
Emulate wide area networks with configurable latency, packet loss, bandwidth and more.

RF Enclosures
Isolate your WiFi test systems for reliable testing results. Programmable turn-tables offer automated testing at different orientations. More details about WiFi chambers.

Programmable Attenuators
Emulate distance between WiFi components. Includes automated Mesh testing scenarios and drag and drop placement of locations.

DFS/Noise Generators
Emulate RADAR signals and other RF noise and interference.

See all our products here.

For more information, please contact sales@candelanetech.com or give us a call: 1-360-380-1618